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ABSTRACT Food recommender-systems are considered an effective tool to help users adjust their eating
habits and achieve a healthier diet. This paper aims to develop a new hybrid food recommender-system
to overcome the shortcomings of previous systems, such as ignoring food ingredients, time factor, cold
start users, cold start food items and community aspects. The proposed method involves two phases: food
content-based recommendation and user-based recommendation. Graph clustering is used in the first phase,
and a deep-learning based approach is used in the second phase to cluster both users and food items. Besides
a holistic-like approach is employed to account for time and user-community related issues in a way that
improves the quality of the recommendation provided to the user. We compared our model with a set of
state-of-the-art recommender-systems using five distinct performance metrics: Precision, Recall, F1, AUC
and NDCG. Experiments using dataset extracted from ‘‘Allrecipes.com’’ demonstrated that the developed
food recommender-system performed best.

INDEX TERMS Recommender-system, food recommendation, healthcare, deep learning, graph clustering.

I. INTRODUCTION
The internet has become an important part of people’s daily
lives and used in various tasks, ranging from leisure (i.e., chat-
ting with other users, shopping, searching for hotels, travel
deals) to professional development (i.e., using a web platform
to develop professional services) [1]–[4]. The tremendous
amount of information from tens of thousands of sources that
can be accessed by a user as part of his/her request creates
important uncertainty and ambiguity that can easily divert
the user from his original request [5]–[7]. Although search
engines have attempted to address the problem of redundancy
of information in recent decades, they have not been very
successful in personalizing search results and reducing the
amount of noisy information [8], [9]. Many of these sys-
tems return the same results even for users with completely
different profiles and interests. In recent years, researchers
have become more interested in recommender-systems as
one of the most successful personalization tools on the
web [10]–[12]. It can be used to help the user identify the
right service, reduce the information overload, guide the user
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towards some personalized behavior, and find user’s favorite
items within a large amount of information, among others.
In a typical recommender-system, users’ interests are discov-
ered and items and services are recommended accordingly.

In a variety of lifestyle applications and services, food rec-
ommendation plays an important role as a tool assisting users
to change behavior and adopt healthy lifestyle [13]–[15].
Typically, food recommendation attempt to provide the user
with a personalized food recommendation in terms of recipes,
scale of change and time required to achieve specific objec-
tives that might be associated with diet requirement or any
lifestyle demand [16]–[18]. Traditionally, research in food
recommendation has seen little attention when compared to
recommendation in other leisure and entertainment fields
(e.g., music, book, shopping recommendation systems), pos-
sibly due to cultural barriers and difficulty to predict what
people might like to eat. Although, lifestyle and diet related
illnesses, such as obesity and diabetes, account for almost
60% of total deaths [19].

The process of generating a food recommendation is often
viewed as a machine learning task [20], [21]. Therefore, it is
crucial to understand user’s food preferences accurately to
build an effective food recommendation. Even for building
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health-oriented food services, the user can only be encour-
aged to pursue a recommendation if the recommended food
matches his taste preferences [22]–[25].

In recent decades, many recommender-systems have been
developed to predict person’ preferences and/or guide his
choice according to some predefined objectives [15], [19],
[26]–[30]. Although previous food recommender-systems
have shown good performance in learning persons’ prefer-
ences by mapping user’s historical interactions with food
items and recipes, these systems still suffer from the follow-
ing drawbacks:

1) Ingredients of foods: Most previous food
recommender-systems [29], [30] rely primarily on his-
torical ratings of users to draw upon food recommen-
dations through a collaborative filtering approach that
ignores food ingredients. This is due to the observation
that a given food is usually preferred by an individual
because it contains ingredients, he/she may like to
eat. This may overlook some important aspects in
the recommendation. For example, foods containing
chicken wings may be a person’s favorite food, while
he/she may be allergic to some types of spices that
can be used during the food preparation. Therefore,
collaborative filtering recommender-systems may not
be enough to account for such user’s preferences and
constraints.

2) Time factor: Traditional recommender-systems [19],
[26]–[28] are based on the premise that users with
similar preferences in the past will have similar tastes
in the future. Accordingly, these recommender-systems
use static data and ignore potential changes in user’s
food preferences, diet or life style that can occur over
time in realistic scenarios.

3) Cold start users and cold start foods: Due to the
fact that users often rate just a few foods, traditional
collaborative filtering-based food recommender-
systems have difficulty recognizing active user neigh-
bors or similar foods. Accordingly, collaborative
filtering-based food recommendation are only able to
suggest foods to users who have rated enough foods.
Cold start users, who have rated only few food items,
are thereby ignored. Similarly, new food items (food
cold start) that have not attracted yet enough ratings
from users are ignored as well by such a collaborative
filtering-based approach.

4) Users’ community: Another issue, which is again
ignored in existing recommender-systems, is the user’s
neighborhood or community aspect. Intuitively, com-
munity aspect can be utilized to predict the rating
of unseen food item and the success likelihood of a
given diet, extrapolating from active users’ activities
in the neighborhood. Typically, community aspect can
be handled using clustering-based models. Neverthe-
less, it has been shown that such an approach also
suffers from several other difficulties as well, which are
somehow inherent to clustering techniques employed

(e.g., optimal number of clusters, efficiency of similar-
ity measures employed).

To defeat the above mentioned shortcomings, an original
combination of collaborative filtering-based and content-
based recommender-system that simultaneously tackles the
aforementioned four issues is developed in this paper. Espe-
cially, the proposal takes into account users’ similarity as
well foods’ similarity based on their ingredients, while taking
into consideration time factor and user’s community aspects.
The method is called Time-aware food recommender-system
based on Deep Learning and Graph Clustering (TDLGC).
In short, TDLGC recommends the favorite foods to the
active user in two phases: (1) User-based rating prediction,
and (2) Food-based rating prediction. In the first phase,
by considering the users’ community and users’ similarity
matrix, the user-based rates are predicted. In the second
phase, by utilizing a deep learning-based clustering algo-
rithm, the initial foods are grouped into several clusters and
then, the rating of unseen foods is predicted. Following these
two phases, the Top N foods are recommended. The pro-
posed model has several novelties compared to previous food
recommender-systems as follows:

1) Ingredients-aware food recommender-system: Unlike
traditional collaborative-based food recommender-
systems, our model integrates both collabora-
tive filtering-based model (user-based phase) and
content-based model (food-based phase). As a result,
a set of foods that both suit the user’s preferences and
utilize his/her previous ratings are recommended.

2) Time-aware food recommender-system: A novel
time-aware similarity measure that takes into account
changes in food preferences or diet over time is devel-
oped in this paper. This makes the proposal suitable
to handle cases where users change his/her rating /
preferences over time.

3) Trust-aware food recommender-system: A trust-aware
food recommender-system is developed to overcome
the cold start user and cold start foods problems
of the traditional collaborative filtering-based food
recommender-systems. Our proposed model builds
a trust network of users based on trust (follower-
following) statements to predict user ratings efficiently.
The trust network generation plays an important role in
addressing the neighbor selection problem. Trust state-
ments can be used to predict the rating of unseen items
in food recommender-systems since there is a high
correlation between users’ trust and user ratings-based
similarity measure. The user’s trust network and the
user ratings-based similarity are integrated in this study
to address the data sparsity problem utilizing knowl-
edge that is stored outside of the user’s local neighbor-
hood of similarity.

4) Community-aware food recommender-system: Con-
trary to previous works where users’ communities are
not considered in the food recommendation process,
our model explicitly accounts for such aspects where
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the optimal number of users’ clusters is determined
automatically. Moreover, using a graphical like repre-
sentation where edge weights are calculated according
to user ratings-based similarity and trust network, the
proposed method accommodates sparse datasets.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the
previously used models for food recommender-systems.
Section 3 describes the problem formulation and details our
developed model. The experimental results and comparison
with the state-of-the-art food recommender-systems are dis-
cussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusion
and outlines future work perspectives.

II. BACKGROUND
The first part of this section introduces preliminary con-
cepts in recommender-systems. This is followed by a concise
review of previous food recommender-systems, their limita-
tions, and associated challenges.

A. RECOMMENDER-SYSTEM
Considering the growing volume of information available in
the World Wide Web, along with the decreasing quality of
its content, users face a significant time constraint when it
comes to searching for the information they need [31]–[33].
This is especially true for commercial and/or entertainment
online services where, due to the overwhelming abundance
of products, identifying relevant selection that would attract
user’s interest is very challenging [34], [35]. As part of their
decision-making process, recommender-systems attempt to
provide suggestions based on user’s tastes, behaviors, and
context [36]. Typically, recommender-systems use different
input mechanisms depending on the employed model and
algorithms to generate a recommendation [37]–[40]. In this
context, input data sources may consist of the following:

1) USER PROFILE
includes demographic and economical attributes such as age,
gender, place of birth, education, occupation, place of res-
idence that can be employed for a better performance in
identifying and predicting user’s interests.

2) USER RATING
concerns the numerical values assigned to specific items as
part of user’s review. Often, Likert scale [41], which assumes
the user’s attitude can be captured on a continuum scale from
strongly agree to strongly disagree (i.e., value 5 for strongly
agree, 1 for strongly disagree, 3 for undecided), is employed
for this purpose.

3) USER COMMENTS
concern the textual description made by the users on specific
items to report their opinion and thoughts on those items.
In this case, Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
will be required by the system to process textual information
and infer useful insights [42].

4) USER BEHAVIORS
concern the user’s evaluation inferred from user’s click and
website’s visit. Often, metrics related to number of site’s visit,
browsing history, the length of time spent on a particular web
page, types of items purchased are often employed to assess
a such behavior [43].

5) USER SEARCH KEYWORDS
concern the list of keywords employed by the user to search
for specific items. This reflects the search behavior of the user
when seeking the items of interest.

On the other hand, depending on the nature of
recommender-system application, the output can be as
follows:

6) RECOMMENDATION LIST
corresponds to the list of items that best suit user’s prefer-
ence/search query and/or popularity. This list may be pre-
sented to the user as the top N items, by filling in links
on the corresponding web pages, or by removing negative
suggestions.

7) PREDICTED RATE
concerns the rating that can be assigned to new items accord-
ing to the similarity scores with the already rated items.
Predicted values must coincide with the user-item matrix, i.e.
predicted rate must be within the range of actual rate.

In case where users’ feedback and comments are avail-
able, the automatic textual analysis of such comments can
also reveal useful insights that may enhance the quality of
the recommendation. Nevertheless, such an analysis is not
popular as yet, possibly due to the computational complex-
ity and inherent challenges associated with natural language
processing tasks [44].

The variety of data sources that can be used by
recommender-systems can be categorized into user-item rat-
ings, user attribute profiles, and item attribute profiles. This
yields three types of recommender-systems: collaborative
filtering-based model, content-based model, and hybrid-
based model. In collaborative filtering, the past interactions
of the user, such as his user-item ratings are analyzed.
In content-based analysis, the item profile is analyzed, while,
in hybrid-model, mixed methods are created by combining
several types of recommendation methods (i.e., collaborative
and content-based) [45].

A number of previousworks [4], [12], [36], [45] considered
the recommender-system problem as a classification task.
They used the inferred user and item as feature vectors, and
the rating as the class label. In [12] after formulating the
recommender system as a classification problem, Funk-SVD
decomposition is utilized for user and item features extraction
to expand the two-dimensional location feature vector. Then,
a decision tree-based classification algorithm is employed for
final rating prediction. Yu et al. [45] formulated the collab-
orative filtering-based recommender system as an ensemble
learning problem. Then, in order to select a combination of
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user- and item-auxiliary domains, Pareto Ensemble Pruning
is used.

B. FOOD RECOMMENDER-SYSTEM
The increasing variety of foods and busy lifestyles has made
it difficult for people to make healthful food decisions in a
way to lower their risk of chronic diseases [46]–[48]. The
use of food recommender-systems is seen as a tool to help
users to change their eating habits or suggest healthier food
choices [49], [50]. Diet and food are complex domains that
present many challenges for recommendation technologies.
It is therefore necessary to collect thousands of food items
and ingredients for making appropriate recommendations.
Moreover, since food items and ingredients are often com-
bined in recipes rather than consumed separately, building
a system that recommends both entities becomes challeng-
ing. This subsection summarizes relevant studies in food
recommender-systems.

Trang et al. [51] reviewed research on recommender-
systems in the healthy food domain. According to their analy-
sis, food recommendation plays an essential role in supplying
users with food items that meet their preferences and nutri-
tional needs as well as encouraging them to adhere to positive
eating habits. Moreover, they pointed out that future work
is needed on issues regarding user profile analysis, recom-
mendation techniques, changing eating habits, explanation
generation and group recommendation.

Similarly to other types of recommender-systems, food
recommendation can also be categorized into three types:
collaborative filtering, content-based, and hybrid model.
In [30], three different collaborative filtering-based food
recommender-systems were proposed. In the first method,
food is recommended according to user’s preferences. The
second one recommends healthy foods only, while the third
one recommends both healthy and user-friendly recipes.
Nevertheless, these food recommender-systems ignore food
ingredients in the recommendation process, which nega-
tively impact their performances. Similarly, Adaji et al. [52]
suggested a personalized food recommender-system that
takes into account user’s personality. Instead of collab-
orative filtering-based food recommender-systems such
as [30], this study utilizes user’s community information
to deeply analyze users’ preferences. Because personality
traits are often characterized by many similar characteristics,
they have used to provide personalized food recommen-
dations. By generating two types of networks to capture
the relationships between food ingredients, Teng et al. [53]
put forward a content-based food recommender-system.
In their model, recipe ratings are accurately predicted with
characteristics extracted from ingredient networks and nutri-
tional data. Similarly, Yang et al. [54] developed a person-
alized nutrient-based food recommender-system that aids
users in meeting their nutritional expectations, dietary lim-
itations, and fine-grained food preferences. Recent stud-
ies [26], [27], [53] indicated that food contents should be
considered in collaborative filtering-based models. In this

TABLE 1. Summary of the studied related works.

regard, in [27], a hierarchical attention approach was devel-
oped to simultaneously integrate collaborative information
and food contents to improve the performance of the food
recommender-system. Meng et al. [28] put forward a het-
erogeneous multi-task learning mechanism for food recom-
mendation. Even though this method can yield reasonable
recommendations in multi-task learning scenarios, it ignores
potential relationships among users. Moreover, it ignores
time factor, which renders the method unable to accom-
modate the change in user taste over time. By integrat-
ing food nutrition and user preferences in [19], a general
model for daily food plan recommendation was developed.
In [26], a deep learning-based food recommender-system
using a graph convolutional network was suggested.
Despite exploiting ingredient-ingredient, ingredient-food,
and food-user interactions, this method does not utilize user-
user interactions such as follower-flowing network and user
community.

Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the previ-
ously studied models. Based on this investigation, the fol-
lowing observations can be drawn from the reviewed food
recommender-systems:

• Time factor in user rating is ignored.
• With the exception to [52], user communities are
ignored, and the analysis of user-user interaction is
rather light.

• Trust relationships among users, when available, are
neglected.

• Only few works attempted to integrate user ratings and
food content, which is a vital component of any food
recommender-system [26], [27], [53].

In order to overcome these shortcomings, this paper proposes
a novel hybrid recommender-system. Through the use of
user-based and content-basedmodels, as well as trust network
and user communities, the proposed method addresses the
four aforementioned issues simultaneously, while attempting
to improve the final accuracy of the recommender-system.

III. PROPOSED METHOD
In the sequel of the current study, we shall assume i) the
existence of a user community that conveys a minimum trust
level among its individuals; (ii) each user carries his own
ratings about a set of food items (each food item is consti-
tuted by a number of ingredients) that describe his own diet
preference (s); (iii) user’s preference can potentially change
over time and these historical changes are fully known.
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The developed recommender-system should therefore
account for the above three assumptions. For this purpose,
the cornerstone idea of our TDLGC recommender-system
lies in its integration of the concepts of Deep Learning (DL)
and Graph Clustering (GC) in a way to take into account
user’s trust network as well as timely historical users’ ratings.
In overall, the conceptual framework of the developed model
highlighted in Figure 1 has two distinct phases: (1) User-
based rating prediction, and (2) Food-based rating prediction.
In the first phase, (i) by utilizing both the user rating and the
follower-following network, the user-user similarity matrix
as well as the users’ trust network are generated. Then,
(ii) based on the user similarities and the trust network, the
given user set is mapped onto a weighted graph. In the next
step, (iii) a novel time-aware graph clustering algorithm is
proposed to cluster the users into different groups accord-
ingly. Finally, (iv) utilizing users’ clusters from previous step,
user similarity and historical ratings, new user-based ratings
are predicted. In the second phase, (i) the foods ingredients
are embedded using a deep learning-based technique. Then,
(ii) using the associated embedding vectors, the similarities
between different foods are assessed. Finally, (iii) using the
food similarities, the rating of unseen foods is predicted. After
these two phases, (iv) utilizing the user-based prediction and
the food-based prediction, the Top-N food will be recom-
mended to the target user. In the remainder of this section,
the problem formulation is stated and then the details of
each phase of the proposed food recommender-system are
provided.

A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a food recommender-system with N users and
M food items. Let U = {u1, u2, u3, . . . , uN } and F =
{f1, f2, f3, . . . , fM }, be the set of users and the set of food
items, respectively. Let R be the user-food matrix, which
contains users’ ratings of individual food items. We assume
Likert-scale is employed so that all ratings take value in
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Moreover, each element uj of U representing
a given user can be assigned a profile with different char-
acteristics such as age, gender, weight, height, location, etc.
In our case, we restrict to a basis scenario where the user
profile contains only one unique element, called the user ID.
Similarly, each element of F can be assigned a set of char-
acteristics such as ingredients, calories, sugar, fat, etc. In our
formulation, each food item fi is defined by its ingredients
only; that is, if IngSet =

{
ing1, ing2, ing3, . . . , ingm

}
stands

for the set all known ingredients, then the set of ingredi-
ents of fi is Ii =

{
ingσ (1), ingσ (2), ingσ (3), . . . , ingσ (ki)

}
,

where ki is the number of ingredients in food fi and σ is
some permutation of integers {1, 2, 3, . . . ,m}. The interac-
tion among users is described using a follower-following
network Follower(U ,E,W ) (where E and W stand for the
set of network edges and their corresponding weights, respec-
tively). This follower-following network generates a trust net-
work TrustG(U ,Tr) and overall users network G(U ,E,W )
that accounts for users’ similarity according to their rating

inputs. Finally, the availability of time stamps on users’ rat-
ings enables us to monitor the evolution of the network on
regular interval. In our case, a monthly sample was used; that
is, t

(
uj, i

)
shows the time stamp of the recorded rating of

user uj to food fi. In our study, as all ratings were extracted
between 2000 and 2018, we used monthly intervals, yield-
ing 132 monthly periods. As a result, the t

(
uj, i

)
value for

recorded ratings in the first month of 2000 will be 1, and that
of recorded ratings in the last month of 2018 will be 132.

The main function of our food recommender-system is to
predict how a user uj rates the food fi. Below we summarize
the notations employed:

Inputs:
- User set: U = {u1, u2, u3, . . . , uN }
- Food set: F = {f1, f2, f3, . . . , fM }
- Set of all ingredients in all foods:
IngSet =

{
ing1, ing2, ing3, . . . , ingm

}
- Ingredients of food fi:
Ii =

{
ingσ (1), ingσ (2), ingσ (3), . . . , ingσ (ki)

}
, where σ is

some permutation of integers {1, 2, 3, . . . ,m}.
- Rating given to food fi by user uj at time t: ri

(
uj, t

)
- User-Food rating matrix: R = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}N×M

- Follower-following network Follower(U ,E,W )
Output:
- Rating Prediction Function:
p̂i
(
uj
)
= f (U ,F, I ,R)

- Recommendation: F̂ =
{
f̂1, f̂2, f̂3, . . . , f̂L

}
B. USER-BASED PREDICTION
In the user-based prediction phase, the rating (with respect
to each user) of an unseen food item (with a given set of
ingredients) is predicted using the knowledge about user net-
work and trust relationship (through a new clustering based
strategy that uses a new user-similarity metric) and timely
available previous ratings (as in matrix R). This contributes to
solving the cold start problem. Figure 2 displays the general
scheme of the proposed user-based rating prediction method
for a simple dataset with nine users. In the remainder of this
subsection, the details of the developed user-based prediction
are explained.

1) USER SIMILARITY CALCULATION
In the first step of the proposed method, the time-aware
similarities between different users are calculated using a new
Time-Aware-based similarity measure. Formally, the similar-
ity sim

(
ui, uj

)
between user ui and user uj is defined as below:

sim
(
ui, uj

)
=

a
bc
, (1)

where

a =
∑

k∈Aui,uj

(
(rk (ui)− r̄ (ui)) .

(
rk
(
uj
)

−r̄
(
uj
))
TW(ui,uj,k)

)
,

b =
√∑

k∈Aui,uj

(
(rk (ui)− r̄ (ui))2 .TW(ui,uj,k)

)
,

c =
√∑

k∈Aui,uj

((
rk
(
uj
)
− r̄

(
uj
))2
.TW(ui,uj,k)

)
.
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FIGURE 1. Conceptual framework of the developed model.

where rk (ui) is the rating given to food fk by user ui, and r̄ (ui)
is the average score rated by user ui. Likewise, Aui,uj is the set
of foods which are rated by both users ui and uj. TW (ui,uj,k)
denotes the accumulative weight of users’ ui and uj ratings
to food fi considering the time stamp of those ratings. This
weight is calculated as below:

TW (ui,uj,k) = e−λ(TP−t(ui,k)) + e−λ(TP−t(uj,k)), (2)

where, t (ui, k) indicates the time period of recorded rating of
user ui to food fk . TP indicates the maximum Time Periods,
and λ corresponds to some user control parameter that adjusts
the impact of time factor. A higher (resp. lower) value of λ
indicates an increasing (resp. decreasing) importance of time
in the similarity score. We shall recall that user ratings are
split into monthly time intervals because of the sparsity of
the 18 years collected ratings (so, TP is set to 132). In the
case of denser user-food ratings, weekly or even daily time
periods can be alternative reliable options.

2) GENERATE TRUST NETWORK
Trust network plays important role in solving the neighbor
selection challenge identified in traditional recommender-
systems. Previous studies [55]–[57] showed that users who
trust each other, often exhibit similar rating profile. As a
result, trust relationship, if available, can be used as an
additional insight to predict unseen items in traditional
collaborative filtering systems. In our case, the available
follower-following network can be utilized to derive trust
relationship. In essence, if user ui follows user uj, it is
assumed that user ui trusts user uj. Therefore, the users’ trust

network is considered as an unweighted and undirected graph
TrustG(U ,Tr), where U is the set of user and Tr is the set of
edges between different users. Equivalently, this can also be
represented as a weighted graph such that the edge weight
between users ui and uj is set to 1, if user ui trusts user uj or
user uj trusts user ui, otherwise this edge weight is set to zero.

3) GRAPH REPRESENTATION OF USERS
In this step, the user set U is mapped onto a weighted graph
G (U ,E,W ), where E is the set of edges among all users
and W is the calculated similarities between different users
in U . In the user-based prediction model, a combination of
the Pearson correlation coefficient and trust relationship is
utilized to calculate the edge weights between different users
as follows:

w(ui, uj) = α.Tr
(
ui, uj

)
+ (1− α) .sim

(
ui, uj

)
. (3)

where Tr(ui, uj) is the explicit trust score between users ui
and uj calculated in trust network generation step, while
sim

(
ui, uj

)
corresponds to the user similarity calculated using

the proposed time-aware-based similarity measure. α denotes
a control parameter in the unit interval that adjusts the contri-
bution of trust and use-similarity components.

4) USER CLUSTERING
Choosing an appropriate neighborhood for the target user is
one of the most important problems of any recommender-
system. Indeed, identifying relevant neighbors for a given
target user enables the recommender-system to predict ratings
accurately. Clustering-aware recommender-system is one of
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FIGURE 2. The overall schema of the User-based rating prediction model for the sample
dataset with nine users.

the most effective ways to overcome collaborative filtering
shortcomings and to improve the overall quality of the neigh-
borhood selection process. For this purpose, a clustering-
based recommender-system is employed. Our review of exist-
ing user clustering methods in recommender-system showed
the following shortcomings:

• the need to specify the number of clusters before per-
forming user clustering;
• the density of user in a cluster, which is one of the most

important criteria in user clustering, is not considered;
• all users are considered equally, while certain influential

users should have a greater impact on the clustering process;
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To address these shortcomings, in the proposed method,
the recently introduced graph clustering-based algorithm [58]
is utilized to group the users into several clusters. In this
method, a compressed graph is obtained by iteratively merg-
ing nodes, which overcomes the equal consideration of nodes
in previousmethods. This algorithm uses a fast parallel model
for community detection in a large graph. The algorithm is
shown to be faster than previous methods, e.g., [59], [60],
for user clustering and it is able to determine the number of
clusters automatically.

5) USER-BASED RATING PREDICTION
In the case of the user-based rating prediction, the rating of
food fk by user ui is predicted as follows:

pu−basedk (ui)= r̄ (ui)+

∑
uj∈Ci w(ui, uj).

(
rk
(
uj
)
−r̄

(
uj
))∑

uj∈Ci

∣∣w(ui, uj)
∣∣ .

(4)

wherew
(
ui, uj

)
indicates the edgeweight between user uj and

user uj that has been calculated using Eq (3). Ci corresponds
to the community of users where the user ui also belongs to.

C. FOOD-BASED PREDICTION
In the Food-based prediction phase, the rating of unseen foods
is predicted based on food similarities and previous ratings.
The aim of this phase of the proposed system is to solve
the cold start problem utilizing cluster structure between
foods. The item cold start problem is a difficult and common
problem in traditional recommender-systems, where no prior
ratings have been recorded for certain items. To address
this issue, item clustering methods are often employed in
recommender-systems. In this paper, we advocate a food
clustering based on their ingredients. Therefore, the proposed
framework utilizes a technique that converts food ingredients
into an embedding vector.

Figure 3 displays the outline of the developed food-based
rating prediction for a simple dataset with seven foods. More-
over, in the remainder of this subsection, the details of pro-
posed Food-based prediction model are explained.

1) FOOD DEEP EMBEDDING
In this step, each food is mapped to an n-dimensional real val-
ued vector. Our proposed food clustering model utilizes the
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformer-
Large (BERT-Large) [61] model to map the foods to con-
textualized embedding. Strictly speaking, by the end of
2018, BERT established itself as a pioneer in many Nat-
ural Language Processing tasks [62] where by condition-
ing on both left and right context in all layers, BERT was
able to pretrain deep bidirectional representations from unla-
beled text beyond the boundary of traditional language rep-
resentation models. With just one additional output layer,
the pre-trained BERT model can be employed in a wide
range of applications. To use Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) techniques for food clustering, each food fi is

considered as a sentence and the ingredients of that food
Ii =

{
ingσ (1), ingσ (2), ingσ (3), . . . , ingσ (ki)

}
are considered

as words of that sentence. The inputs to the feature extraction
procedure are the sentences (i.e. foods) and tokens (i.e. ingre-
dients), and the output is a JSON file containing simulated
embeddings from different layers of BERT. Tokens are rep-
resented as n-dimensional vectors that capture the context of
their appearance. The final step is to compute the average of
all token representations belonging to the sentence in order to
produce a contextualized representation. The overview of our
BERT-based food embedding method is shown in Figure 4.

2) FOOD SIMILARITY CALCULATION
By employing contextualized embeddings, food ingredients
can be captured. Therefore, in our food clustering method,
the proximity of foods in vector space was used as a mea-
sure of similarity. Foods with nearby vectors are assumed
to share some ingredients. In the proposed food-based rating
prediction model, a clustering step to devise groups of similar
foods according to the distance of their representations in
the vector space is implemented. Euclidean distance was
used to evaluate the similarity between foods. Formally, let
fi = {fi1, fi2, fi3, . . . , fiL} and fj =

{
fj1, fj2, fj3, . . . , fjL

}
be

contextualized representation vector of food fi and food fj,
respectively. The similarity between food fi and food fj is then
calculate as follows:

Sim
(
fi, fj

)
= 1−


√√√√ L∑

l=1

(
fil − fjl

)2 . (5)

where, fil denotes the l − th dimension of the contextualized
representations vector of the food fi.

3) FOOD CLUSTERING
The food clustering algorithm developed in this paper
employs the Deep Embedded Clustering (DEC) tech-
nique [63] that reduces the distance between similar embed-
ding vectors in the embedding space. DEC uses AutoEn-
coders (AE) and Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence to
decrease the data dimensions and to enhance the embedding
vector representation. Especially, the AE uses both feed-
forward and backpropagation to determine the encoder and
decoder weight values and predict the class label of the input
data in an unsupervised mode.

In essence, DEC redefines the food embedding space as
a Z-space using a stacked AE. The latter consists of a large
number of deep neural networks and maps the food vector
fi onto Z -space. The stacked AE employs a greedy layer
wise training phase, which includes two stages: pre-training
and fine-tuning. By addressing the vanishing gradient issue
while carrying out unsupervised learning for each layer of
the neural network, it enhances the training performance of
the deeper neural network. This can improve the network
capability for the input data, denoted si, such that various
vectors can be represented. Following the pre-training pro-
cess, the encoder and decoder are concatenated to perform a
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FIGURE 3. The overall schema of the Food-based rating prediction model for the sample
dataset with seven foods.

fine-tuned learning. Moreover, in our method, the non-linear
SeLU function [64] is employed in all layers other than the
first hidden layers of the encoder and decoder. Furthermore,
in this method, the dropout algorithm is utilized to reduce the
probability of overfitting. The initial Z -space representation
after the fine-tuning phase consists of the latent space layer
of the encoder zi. Moreover, the cluster centroid

{
µj
}k
j=1

will be refined by iteratively updating zi. The fitness function

in this clustering scheme minimizes the difference between
the soft assignment qij and the target distribution pij using
Kullback–Leibler divergence. Therefore, the probability qij
of assigning the point zi to j can be calculated as follows:

qij =

(
1+

∥∥zi − µj∥∥2)−1∑
k

(
1+

∥∥zi − µj∥∥2)−1 . (6)
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FIGURE 4. The overview of our BERT-based food embedding method.

Moreover, to improve the clustering coupling, qij can be
refined iteratively as follows:

pij =

q2ij
cfj∑
k

q2ik
CFk

. (7)

where, CFk denotes the soft cluster frequencies of cluster j,
that can be calculated as below:

fj =
∑
i

qij. (8)
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Finally, the objective function of Kullback–Leibler diver-
gence is calculated as follows:

L = KL (P||Q) =
∑
i

∑
j

pij log
pij
qij
. (9)

4) FOOD-BASED RATING PREDICTION
In the case of the food-based prediction, the rating of food fi
for user u is predicted as below:

pf−basedi (u) = r̄i +

∑
j∈Cfi

sim
(
fi, fj

)
.
(
rj (u)− r̄j

)∑
j∈Cfi
|sim (i, j)|

. (10)

where rj (u) is the rating of food fj given by user u. Similarly,
r̄i is the average rating of food fi. sim

(
fi, fj

)
corresponds to the

similarity score between food fi and fj which can be calculated
by (5), andCfi denotes the set of foods belonging to the cluster
where food fi also belongs to.

D. TOP-N RECOMMENDATION
After calculating the user-based prediction and the food-
based prediction, the final prediction of food fi for user u
is defined as a convex combination of user-based and food-
based predictions:

pi (u) = βp
u−based
i + (1− β) pf−basedi . (11)

where pu−basedi (u) and pf−basedi (u) are the user-based
prediction and food-based prediction on food fi for user u,
respectively. The parameter β controls the trade-off between
user-based and food-based predictions.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section several experiments are designed to assess
the efficiency of the developed food recommender-system.
Moreover, the proposed system is compared with other state-
of-the-art food recommender-systems. The corresponding
subsections provide details of the used dataset, evaluation
measures, results, sensitivity analysis and the discussion.

A. DATASET
Due to the inaccessibility of relevant user-food rating infor-
mation, the currently available public food datasets, such
as Food-101 [65] and Yummly [66], are not appropriate to
evaluate our food recommender-system. For this purpose,
we collected our user-food rating dataset by crawling the
Allrecipes.com website. With 1.5 billion visits per year, it is
considered to be one of the most visited Food-Oriented online
social networks. Specifically, 52,821 foods in 27 different
groups were crawled from 2000 to 2018. Each food is crawled
for user ids, food ingredients, user-food rating, time of each
rating as well as the follower-following relationships among
users, whenever available. Based on the rating of various
foods, a binary implicit feedback is generated, indicating
whether the users have interacted with the food. In total,
68,768 users, 45,630 foods with 33,147 ingredients, and
1,093,845 ratings were collected. The main characteristics of
the crawled food dataset are detailed in Table 2.

TABLE 2. The main characteristics of the crawled food dataset.

TABLE 3. Part of Food set data.

Besides, given that there is a need to identify food ingre-
dients from the crawled text as part of the food-similarity
calculus, natural language processing is needed. For this
purpose, a simple string matching technique from NLTK
(natural language processing toolkit) was employed to iden-
tify ingredients from a predefined list of ingredients. Ingre-
dient formalization and pre-processing of the input foods
are performed prior to their use in the main phases of the
proposed method. This pre-processing includes tokenization,
stemming, and stop-word removal. To remove noisy terms,
a default stop words list is consulted and reshaped to fit our
need. By stemming, inflected words are reduced to stem base,
or root forms. The current paper employs Porter’s stemming
method (Porter) for this pre-processing phase [67].

In Table 3, part of the input food set, their raw ingredients
and output ingredients set are shown. Moreover, in Table 4
part of the User-Food ranking matrix is shown.

B. EVALUATION MEASURES
The leave-one-out technique is generally employed to evalu-
ate different recommender-systems. This technique compares
the predicted rating obtained by the recommender-system
with the rating taken from the dataset. It iterates through
the entire dataset. In our experiment, the leave-one-out tech-
nique is employed to compare the performance of the devel-
oped model with other recommender-systems. In addition,
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TABLE 4. Part of User-Food rating data.

five well-known criteria for recommender-systems, consist-
ing of Precision, Recall, F1, AUC and NDCG are uti-
lized for measuring the effectiveness of the developed food
recommender-system.

Precision, Recall and F1-measure are three of the most fre-
quently used metrics in information retrieval domain. To cal-
culate these metrics, a confusion matrix is utilized to catego-
rize the items into four groups. This matrix places the relevant
items that the system recommends as relevant for the user
in the true positive (TP) category, and the relevant items the
system failed to recognize as relevant for the user in the false
negative (FN) category. Relevant items recommended incor-
rectly by the system are considered false positives (FP) and
irrelevant items recommended correctly to the user are con-
sidered true negatives (TN). Based on the confusion matrix,
Precision is defined as the ratio of the relevant items that are
recommended to the total number of items recommended,
as follows:

Precision =
TP

TP+ FP
. (12)

Recall is defined as the ratio of the relevant items that
are recommended to the total number of all relevant items,
as follows:

Recall =
TP

TP+ FN
. (13)

There is a clear conflict between the Precision and Recall
criteria. Increasing the number of top-recommended items
increases the number of relevant items and also the recall
measure, while decreasing the precision measure. By com-
bining Precision and Recall, F1 provides an appropriate
weighted combination measure:

F1 =
2× Precision× Recall
Precision+ Recall

. (14)

The precision and recall of recommendation algorithms can-
not be evaluated directly because we need to know if each
item is relevant, which means every item should be rated
by the user. Therefore, in our experiments, Precision@N,
Recall@N and F1@N are employed (N being the size of the
recommendation list). These measures can be calculated as
follows:

Precision@N =
TP
N
. (15)

Recall@N =
TP
|Relu|

. (16)

F1@N =
2× Precision@N × Recall@N
Precision@N + Recall@N

. (17)

where |Relu| indicates the number of the items that are rele-
vant to the user u.

Ideal recommender-system would produce a ROC curve
that slopes directly upward towards 1.0 recall and 0.0 fallout
until all relevant items are retrieved. Thus, it is evident that the
objective is tomaximize the area under the ROC curve. There-
fore, AUC can be utilized as a single criterion to evaluate the
performance of the recommender-system. AUC represents
the probability that a classifier will rank a randomly selected
positive instance higher than a randomly selected negative
instance.

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), which
takes value in the unit interval, is another measure that was
utilized in our experiments. NDCG assigns higher values to
the hits at higher positions on the ranking list. High NDCG
value indicates that the recommendation list is more likely to
work effectively for relevant items.

Besides, to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed
recommender-system, after dataset preparation, all of the
recorded ratingswere randomly partitioned into three subsets,
corresponding to validation set (10 %), training set (70 %),
and testing set (20 %). The next step is to maintain the users
that appear in both the train and test subsets.

C. RESULTS
To measure the efficiency of the developed food
recommender-system, various experiments are designed.
In our experiments, the parameter optimization technique
(Bayesian-based) developed in [68] was employed to set the
optimal values for the λ, α and β parameters. Accordingly,
the values of λ, α and β parameters are set to 2.5, 0.5 and 0.6,
respectively.

In the first part of our experiments, the impact of the
two phases of our developed recommender-system is eval-
uated. In Table 5, the performance of the developed food
recommender-system is compared to the case where the items
are recommended only according to User-based rating pre-
diction or to the case where the foods are recommended
only according to Food-based rating prediction. The results
of Table 5 show that the recommender-system method per-
forms significantly better when the final rank is predicted
based on the combination of User-based and Food-based
phases. For instance, the improvement is 12.3 % with respect
to Precision@10, 11.3% with respect to Recall@10, 11%
with respect to AUC and 16.4% with respect to NDCG@10
measure.

In the next experiment, the impact of trust network gener-
ation is investigated. Table 6 reports the performance of the
developed recommender-system in the case where trust net-
work (follower-following) is considered and the case where
it is ignored. As it can be seen in this table, considering
the trust statements among users has clearly improved the
performance of the proposed recommender method. This
improvement is 5%, 10%, 12.4%, 3.6% and 3.1%with respect
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TABLE 5. Performance analysis of User-based prediction and Food-based
prediction phases in the final recommendation.

TABLE 6. Performance analysis of Trust-aware recommender-system in
the final recommendation.

TABLE 7. Performance analysis of Time-aware recommender-system in
the final recommendation.

to Precision@10, Recall@10, F1@10, AUC andNDCG@10,
respectively.

In the next experiment, we assess the impact of account-
ing for time stamp in the user-based prediction. For this
purpose, Table 7 compares the performance of the devel-
oped recommender-system when the items are recommended
with and without considering the time stamp of ratings. The
results of this table indicate that the proposed time-aware food
recommender-system predicts ratings much better than the
non-time-aware recommender-system (e.g., 13.4% improve-
ment using Precision@10 measure, 12.5% improvement
using Recall@10 measure).

Next, the performance of the developed system is com-
pared with three state-of-the-art food recommender-systems;
namely, LDA [29], HAFR [27] and FGCN [26]. To achieve
more precise and acceptable assessments, ten separate and
autonomous runs were conducted. In each run, the data is
randomly divided into train data (60 % of the initial data),
test data (30% of the initial data) and validation data (10% of
the initial data). The training and validation data are used in
the learning process, while the test data is utilized to assess the
recommended items. To perform fair experiments, the com-
parative systems are evaluated on the same training/testing
set.

The results of this comparison shown in Table 8 indicate
that the developed food recommender-system obtained the
highest Precision, Recall, F1, AUC, and NDCG values com-
pared to other systems (e.g., 2.6% Precision@10 improve-
ment on the best state-of-the-art method (FGCN), 1.3%
improvement with respect to Recall@10 and 6% improve-
ment with respect to NDCG@10 metric).

TABLE 8. Performance of compared systems.

FIGURE 5. Recall of Top-N food recommendation.

FIGURE 6. NDCG of Top-N food recommendation.

Next, to measure the rank efficiency of the developed
system, the efficiency of Top-N recommender-system, where
the ranking positions range from 5 to 20, in terms of Recall
and NDCG are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respec-
tively. We notice that the performances of the developed food
recommender-system are higher than those of other systems
in terms of Recall andNDCG criteria. As a result, the reported
results clearly indicate that the proposed system enhances the
representation learning effectively and robustly.

D. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE PARAMETERS
The developed model also requires several parameters to
be specified, like many other recommender-systems. In all
recommender-system methods, some of these parameters,
such as the number of recommendations, must be set and are
not specific to our developed model. In the developed model,
the three parameters: Time weight, Trust weight, and User-
based/Food-based control are investigated.

The λ parameter controls the effect of rating time in the
similarity calculation. This parameter can be set to any value
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FIGURE 7. Sensitivity analysis of λ parameter.

between zero and∞, where a high (resp. low) λ value trans-
lates a greater (resp. smaller) impact of the time factor on the
overall similarity score.

Figure 7 shows the parameter sensitivity analysis of λ in
the final performance of the developed model. The results
compare the performance of our recommender-system in
terms of Precision@10, Recall@10, F1@10 and NDCG@10
for different values in the range [0.5 4]. The reported results
indicate that the best performance is reachedwhen setting this
time control parameter to 2.5.

Secondly, we investigate how the α parameter affects the
performance of the developed recommender-system. The
parameter α adjusts the weight of the trust term and the
similarity term in the generated user graph. This parameter
can be set to any value between zero and one. A large (resp.
low) value of α indicates a high (resp. low) importance of the
trust term in the graph construction process.

Figure 8 exhibits the sensitivity analysis of α parameter in
the final performance of the proposed recommender-system.
It displays the performance of our recommender-system in
terms of Precision@10, Recall@10, F1@10 and NDCG@10
for different values ofα parameter in the range [0.1 0.9]. It can
be concluded from these results that when α parameter was
set to 0.5, the proposed food recommender-system achieves
the highest performance.

To search for the appropriate value for the User-
based/Food-based control parameter, β, different experi-
ments were designed to denote how the performance changes
with different values of that parameter. β ensures a trade-off
between the user-based and food based contributions. This
parameter can be set to any value between zero and one. If β is
set to a value close to 1, the impact of user-based contribution
increases. On the other hand, when β is set to a value close to
zero, the impact of food-based term will be increased.

Figure 9 reveals the β parameter sensitivity analysis. The
experiment evaluates the performance of the recommern-
der system on the Precision@10, Recall@10, F1@10 and

FIGURE 8. Sensitivity analysis of α parameter.

FIGURE 9. Sensitivity analysis of β parameter.

NDCG@10 measures for different β values. The results have
shown that in most cases when β is adjusted to 0.6, the devel-
oped recommender-system achieves the best performance.

E. DISCUSSION
In this study, we collected user ratings for different types
of foods by crawling the Allrecipes website. Our novel
food recommender-system is trained and evaluated for food
recommendation. The average Precision@10, Recall@10,
F1@10, AUC, and NDCG@10 of our model were 0.0721,
0.0691, 0.0705, 0.6812 and 0.0497, respectively, which is
shown to be significantly higher than other state-of-the-art
food recommender-systems (Table 8).

Additionally, the reported results display the efficiency
of the Top-N recommender-system with ranking positions
ranging from 5 to 20 to assess the rank-efficiency of the
developed system. The developed food recommender-system
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achieved significantly better performance in terms of Recall
and NDCG scores than other competing systems (Figure 5).

As mentioned earlier, the proposed food recommender-
system combines two independent phases: User-based rating
prediction and food-based rating prediction. The impacts of
these two phases of the developed recommender-systemwere
evaluated in our experiments. The results indicated that the
proposed hybrid food recommender-system on average is
about 11.8% more efficient than the case in which only the
user-based phase is utilized and about 11.9% more efficient
than the case where only the food-based phase is employed
for final recommendation (Table 5).

Moreover, the reported results showed that when explicit
user trust network is used in the developed recommender-
system, the performance on average improves by 5.3% com-
pared to the case where trust information is ignored (Table 6).

In our developed method for the user graph representation,
the time stamps of the recorded ratings are considered. In fact,
in the User similarity calculation phase, which has a great
impact on the final food recommendation, the time of ratings
are taken into account, and higher weights are assigned to
the newer ratings, and conversely, lower weights are assigned
to the older ones (Eq (1) and Eq(2)). Therefore, due to the
higher weights of new rates, if the user’s taste changes over
time, our food recommender system efficiently captures this
effect in the final recommendation. Our experiments also
showed that when the similarity measure takes into account
the time factor, the final performance of the developed system
is on average 9.51% better than when ignoring this factor
(Table 7).

Nutrition is the essential basis for health and is related to
onset of preventable non-communicable diseases. To promote
healthy eating and reducing the burden of preventable non-
communicable diseases, Word Health Organization (WHO)
has recently urged to develop tools for nutrient profiling
to facilitate healthier choices [69]. Such tools should also
be capable to accommodate individualized conditions and
circumstances. For instance, for those individuals with cer-
tain health conditions such as type-2 diabetes, it is vital to
also consider the food ingredients to provide healthy food
recommendationswhile taking into account their preferences.
A distinguished aspect of our proposed recommender-system
is that food ingredient was considered for making the rec-
ommendations. This shows that our proposed method has the
potential to be further extended to develop health-awareness
food recommender-system.

In the remainder of this subsection the reasons for the
enhanced performances of the developed food recommender-
system compared to other system are discussed. These are
grounded on the key innovations that were incorporated into
the developed system, which made the model performs better
than other state-of-the-art food recommender-systems:
• People typically choose a food because it has ingredients
they enjoy eating. Therefore, for any food recommenda-
tion platform to be effective, it is essential to take the
ingredients into account.

• Many previous food recommender-systems, including
collaborative filtering-based models, which ignore food
ingredients, are inefficient at learning user preferences
and recommending him/her favorite foods. Therefore,
for any food recommendation platform to be effective,
it is essential to take the ingredients into account.

• Users’ ratings as well as food ingredients are considered
in this paper for final food recommendations. Therefore,
a set of foods will be recommended based on the user’s
preferences and his/her past ratings.

• In previous food recommender-systems, timing infor-
mation in historical user ratings is ignored. Neverthe-
less, it is acknowledged that users’ preferences including
their diets might change over time in realistic scenarios,
and the recommender needs to take the time factor into
account. As a result, ignoring changes in food prefer-
ences over time may result in inefficient food recom-
mendations. An innovative time-aware similarity metric
is developed in this study that takes into account changes
in food preferences or diets over time. Therefore, this
food recommender-system is quite different from previ-
ous works, which ignore the time of user ratings and can-
not be applied to real-life food recommender-systems.

• Cold start users and cold start foods are two impor-
tant issues in recommender-systems, especially in food
recommender-systems, where the users often rate just a
few foods. In this paper, user community and user-trust
network as inferred from follower-following relation-
ships are employed to overcome the cold start user,
cold start foods and neighborhood selection prob-
lems of the traditional collaborative filtering-based
food recommender-system. Moreover, to address the
data sparsity problem, this study incorporates user
ratings-based similarity and user’s community to uti-
lize knowledge outside the user’s local neighborhood of
similarity.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
With the development and increasing popularity of the Inter-
net and the growing number of web users, recommender-
systems that select items that are reasonably appropriate to
the needs of users are gradually becoming more widespread.
A variety of lifestyle applications rely on food recommender-
systems, which are integral parts of many lifestyle services.
A novel hybrid food recommender-system is developed in
this paper to overcome the shortcomings of previous food
recommender-systems, such as ignoring food ingredients,
time stamp, cold start users and cold start foods and user
community. Using user-based and content-based models as
well as using time information, trust network, and user
communities, the proposed method addresses all four issues
simultaneously and aims to improve the final accuracy of the
recommender-system.

The proposed method involves two phases: food
content-based recommendation and user-based recommen-
dation. Graph clustering is used in the first phase, and a
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deep-learning based approach is used in the second phase
to cluster both users and food items. The model has been
compared to the newest proposed food recommender-system
including LDA, HAFR and FGCN methods with respect to
five differentmetrics: Precision, Recall, F1, AUC andNDCG.
The experimental results indicated that the developed food
recommender-system achieved the best performance and
outperforms the state-of-the-art food recommender-systems
by a noticeable margin.

We aim to incorporate the side information of users
(e.g., gender, age, weight, height, location, and culture) into
the food recommendation framework in the future works to
further improve the final performance of the food recommen-
dation. In addition, a proper eating habit can lessen the sever-
ity of symptoms associated with non-infectious diseases.
In future works, we aim to use nutritional characteristics of
each food as additional information and recommend foods
according to each person’s health status and diseases.
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